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Abstract

This paper describes how a mirror can be integrated
as another view and another source of light pat-
terns in an interactive reconstruction system with
structured light, where the object, the camera, and
the mirror can move. We show how a single pass
of structured light can provide 3D points to accu-
rately estimate the pose of a mirror, while also re-
constructing 3D points on the object. We develop
new structured light patterns that are unaffected by
the reversed order created by some mirror configu-
rations. We also describe hardware rendering sup-
port to avoid conflicting emitted/captured light pat-
terns, and demonstrate how all the proposed real-
izations extend naturally for multiple mirror config-
urations. We finally conclude with results, discuss
limitations, and suggest further improvements.

1 Introduction

Digitizing real objects has been a very active field of
research for many years in computer vision [3, 21]
and, more recently, in computer graphics [1, 9, 2].

One popular family of reconstruction techniques
is structured light [18]. A temporal sequence of
light patterns (e.g., black and white vertical stripes)
emitted by a video projector are cast onto an object,
and the resulting images are captured by a camera.
Each illuminated surface element that is visible in
a camera pixel is thus associated with a temporal
sequence of illuminated/non-illuminated states (il-
lumination code) that uniquely identifies the corre-
sponding projector pixels (or vertical stripe). The
separation between two adjacent stripes defines a
3D plane, which is intersected with the ray issued
from the camera pixel, to result in a 3D point. This
requires that a common coordinate system is first
extracted from the projector and camera calibra-
tions. This process is illustrated in Figure 1(left).

Structured light shows strong advantages: sim-
plicity, efficiency, precision, flexibility, etc. How-
ever structured light can only reconstruct the por-
tions of an object that are both visible and illumi-
nated. To acquire a more complete reconstruction,
multiple object/projector/camera configurations are
needed. This can be achieved with multiple cali-
brated cameras/projectors, at an obvious increased
cost.

A more common solution consists in moving the
object. It requires to precisely estimate the 3D
pose of the object or the use of a precise robot
arm. Temporal coherency and a robust stitching
algorithm such as an ICP (Iterative Closest Point)
can also merge together sets of reconstructed 3D
points, assuming there is enough overlap between
the sets. Such an efficient use of temporal co-
herency was demonstrated in an interactive sys-
tem by Rusinkiewicz et al. [19]. Other less auto-
matic approaches require user intervention to ini-
tially move the sets close enough together to help
convergence of the ICP [9].

Moving a calibrated camera allows for the recon-
struction of more 3D points from images of chang-
ing viewpoints. However, because the light patterns
and object remain fixed with respect to each other,
only 3D points along the static discretized separa-
tion planes can thus be added.

Moving the projector allows for the creation of
new 3D points, as light patterns cast different il-
luminations on the object. Unfortunately a typi-
cally heavier projector is more difficult to manip-
ulate, and thus can suffer from less robust calibra-
tions. The moving projector must also be calibrated
with respect to the camera coordinate system, which
is more difficult than for a camera, as the projector
usually does not capture images. Adding a camera
to the projector [15] partly solves this problem, but
the result is analogous to moving the object itself.
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Figure 1: Left: Traditional reconstruction with structured light. Right: Proposed reconstruction with mir-
rors. The user can interact with the entities marked by a “person” logo.

2 Mirrors in Structured Light

Mirrors offer an alternative to moving either cam-
era or projector. A planar mirror creates an image
as seen from a virtual viewpoint, the camera view-
point being transformed (reflected) by the support-
ing plane of the mirror. Similarly, light emitted by
the projector and reflected by the mirror appears as
emitted by a virtual projector.

While the vision and graphics communities have
been aware for many years of the potential of mir-
rors in reconstruction algorithms, few publications
have exploited mirrors, except for high-quality laser
scanners [20] and specialized stereo cameras [5].
Unfortunately, these techniques require very precise
calibrations.

A few recent publications exploiting mirrors
in reconstructions include efficient extractions of
BRDFs [7], multiple projection surfaces [13], and
confocal imaging [8].

In the context of structured light reconstruction,
a mirror creates, as illustrated in Figure 1(right) and
Figure 2:
� a virtual projector to emit light patterns viewed

directly in the camera;
� a virtual camera to view light patterns emitted

by the projector;
� a virtual camera to view light patterns emitted

by the virtual projector.
Mirrors also offer an interesting alternative in sit-

uations where the object cannot move (e.g., large
statue or rigid environment), and/or when the pro-
jector/camera must reside in a limited set of posi-
tions. They also allow for precise camera and pro-

jector calibrations to be computed once in a pre-
processing step. In all these cases, the burden of
the computations is mostly transferred to accurately
estimating the 3D pose of the mirror.

In this paper, we present how mirrors can be
advantageously integrated in an interactive recon-
struction process with structured light. This is to
our knowledge the first time mirrors are used in this
context. After reviewing the basic mirror equations
in the next section, we present our interactive struc-
tured light reconstruction system, followed by how
we track and accurately estimate the 3D position of
the mirror. A mirror can reverse the order in which
the light patterns appear on the object. We describe
how to adapt the light patterns creation of Hall-Holt
and Rusinkiewicz [6] to avoid these problems. As
the object may block portions of the mirror, we then
show how OpenGL masks are efficiently used to
identify reliable mirror regions for the reconstruc-
tion. The following section generalizes these con-
cepts for handling interactions in presence of multi-
ple mirrors and how to optimize coverage in limited
mirror configurations. Finally, we discuss our re-
sults and present future directions to alleviate some
of the remaining issues.

3 Mirror Equations

Planar mirror reflection has been well understood
since the early days of computer graphics. A 3D
point (center of projection of a camera/projector) or
direction (view/projection directions) reflected in a
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planar mirror is computed as

�mirrored ��� ������� (1)

with

�� � ��������

�
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where � is the distance vector of the mirror support-
ing plane to the origin, and �� is the alignment
(rotations) of the mirror local coordinate system so
it lies in the �� plane in the world coordinate sys-
tem.

4 Interactive Structured Light Recon-
struction System

Our interactive structured light reconstruction sys-
tem is illustrated in Figure 2. The projector is

Figure 2: Our interactive reconstruction system.

hand-calibrated using measured points on our room
corner; its walls and floor form our background.
The camera is automatically calibrated using color
points projected on this background. Both calibra-
tions extract an affine projection matrix [4, 14]. The
object is placed on top of a stand. Real color land-
marks on the stand are tracked in 2D, and the best
rigid transformation (translation and rotation of the
stand constrained on the floor) is computed using
least-squares fitting. Because we do not have access
to a gen-lock device1 to guarantee synchronization

1However, one must consider that this solution usually limits
the image resolution to a ��� � ��� interlaced video signal for
both the projector and the camera [19].

between the emitted light patterns and the image
captured by the camera, we rely on a special coded
light pattern (as captured in Figures 2, 3 and 4, top
left corner). This synchronization code is projected
on the background and deformed to always appear
with the same dimensions in a specified corner of
the camera image. It also ensures that all three color
channels of the projector are properly captured in a
single valid image, which is necessary for a DLP
projector.

5 Tracking a Mirror

Our planar mirror is marked with real color land-
marks distributed over its non-reflective contour.
These landmarks, similar to the ones on the stand,
are chosen to be easy to detect and track (see mirror
A in Figure 2). While the pose of the stand is ro-
bustly computed, thanks to the additional constraint
that it lies on the background floor, the limited num-
ber of landmarks on the mirror and the precision of
their image in the camera proved insufficient so far
in our experiments to obtain precise 3D pose esti-
mation.

Our current solution tracks the landmarks in 2D
in the camera image, while projecting light patterns
over the contour of the latest reliable 3D mirror po-
sition. From these light patterns, all reconstructed
3D points between pairs of robustly tracked adja-
cent landmarks are inserted in a principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) to estimate the new supporting
plane for the mirror. Landmarks not successfully
tracked due to occlusion or noise, are re-estimated
from the computed 3D information. If they are
effectively recovered from the image, they are re-
inserted for further tracking. To ensure that all re-
constructed points are co-planar, we iteratively re-
move the points that are farthest from the support-
ing plane until the variance along the normal of the
plane is below a fixed threshold. We use a co-planar
measure similar to the one from Pauly et al. [12].

6 Light Patterns

We adapt the technique of Hall-Holt and
Rusinkiewicz [6] to create unique optimized
light patterns, whether their order in the image is
reversed or not by the mirror/object configuration.
Instead of freely following the edges in the graph
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of illumination nodes, we allow an edge to be
traversed at most once.

This simple modification effectively eliminates
every pair of adjacent illumination codes that has
its reverse order already in the set of illumination
codes. Consequently the number of possible codes
(for a given number of images) is divided by 2.
Hence, we project six images to generate about 400
illumination codes. We use between 150 and 250 of
them to avoid identification problems due to alias-
ing in the camera image. To compute almost seven
times more separation planes with the same illumi-
nation codes, we continuously shift (slide) the ver-
tical light stripes by one pixel in our ���	 � 
��
projector resolution.

Decoding the illumination code for each camera
pixel is also different than in the technique of Hall-
Holt and Rusinkiewicz [6]. Instead of checking in-
tensity variations along a scanline, we consider for
each pixel the six temporally consecutive images
captured by the camera. The minimal and maximal
intensity values for each pixel are first identified.
Then the six values are distributed in one of the two
classes created, according to the distance to these
two extremal values. This also allows the system to
reconstruct even in presence of textured objects.

7 Computing Masks

Depending on the object/camera/projector configu-
ration, light patterns intended to be cast only onto
the object may reach the mirror and reflect back
on the object. The object may also block its im-
age viewed in the mirror, or the image of the light
patterns projected in the mirror. In all these cases,
conflicting light patterns can produce erroneous re-
constructions.

In a pre-processing step, the user specifies a
bounding box enclosing the object and aligned with
the stand. We use this bounding box, the pose esti-
mated mirror, and the projector/camera calibrations
to render masks using OpenGL stencil planes and
multipass rendering [11] to eliminate conflicting in-
formation. Because the stencil plane values cannot
be read back in OpenGL, we also compute images
of object/mirror IDs while rendering the masks.

Masks (special ID) are computed for (i) the mir-
ror, (ii) the object bounding box, and (iii) the con-
flicting region, i.e., of overlap between the mirror
and the bounding box. Such masks are computed

for the camera as well as for the projector.
This is illustrated in Figure 3 for one mirror. The

masks are also used in the case of multiple mirror
configuration (Figure 4 and Section 9).

8 Computing 3D Points

Sets of light patterns are projected alternately on
the object and on the mirror, using the appropri-
ate masks to avoid conflicting light patterns. A
set of six consecutive light patterns is necessary to
uniquely identify the illumination codes, and there-
fore to extract 3D points.

To extract object colors and textures, we use the
masks (i.e., a seventh image) to properly illuminate
the object, and assign a color to each reconstructed
3D point which is taken from the corresponding
pixel in the camera image.

In rare occasions, when one image in a set is
badly recovered, the seven consecutive light pat-
terns are re-emitted until all seven images are prop-
erly gathered.

9 Multiple Mirrors

While the technique works well with one mirror,
nothing prevents it from being extended to multiple
mirrors. Tracking, pose estimation, mask rendering,
and 3D point computation can all be performed, re-
quiring only more processing time for each mirror
configuration and careful detection for calibrations
and mirror pose estimations.

At this moment, to simplify user interaction, we
only allow one mirror to move at a time, while all
the other mirrors are considered static, with their
pose estimated at an earlier step.

Rendering in the case of multiple mirror inter-
reflections is as easily done in OpenGL as previ-
ously stated, thanks to multipass rendering [11].
The masks for multiple interreflections can there-
fore be computed without technical difficulties.
However as multiple mirror reflections reduce the
number of valid pixels in the masks, we first make
sure that a reasonable number of such pixels (about
400 was considered satisfying) are identified before
computing the reconstruction. Otherwise, this por-
tion of the structured light pass and all subsequent
ones with the same initial path (e.g., light patterns
emitted to mirror A, reflected on mirror B, ...) are
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Figure 3: Avoiding conflicts with masks in single mirror configuration. From left to right: direct illumina-
tion; indirect illumination; mask for the camera; mask for the projector.

Figure 4: Avoiding conflicts with masks in multiple mirror configurations. (top left) Light patterns projected
directly on the scene without touching the mirrors or the top of the head; (top center) mask for the camera;
(top right) mask for the projector. Note that each region, including overlaps, is uniquely identified with a
color (grey level) and stencil code. Light patterns projected on the (bottom left) left mirror; (bottom center)
central mirror; (bottom right) right mirror.

simply ignored, cutting short the explosion of mir-
ror configurations. We also define a maximal num-
ber of mirror reflections.

Naturally, at each level of interreflection, calibra-
tion, pose estimation, and planarity of the mirrors
accumulate errors. While this is a potential con-
cern as the number of interreflections increases, the
ICP has proved fairly robust in the (rare) situations
where this could be an issue.

Finally, each mirror reflection also attenuates the
emitted light or reflected image, thus making it
more difficult to differentiate illuminated from non-
illuminated surface elements. We did not encounter
a situation where this would be critical. The color

of a reconstructed 3D point (Section 11) is extracted
from the illuminated pixel of the real or virtual im-
age (mirror) it is created from. Differences in the
intensity of the colors might however be more ob-
servable during display. Automatically correcting
for color attenuation in mirrors and incident light
direction is part of our future work.

10 Optimizing Mirror Configuration

Positioning object/camera/projector/mirrors to op-
timize the number of potentially reconstructed 3D
points quickly becomes a challenging task for the
user, as the number of mirrors increases. Since we
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can efficiently render our masks and compute the
total number of pixels potentially leading to new
3D points, optimizing the configuration of the static
mirrors can be computed via simulation instead. To
reduce the number of possible configurations, we
allow mirrors to only lie on the floor, or to slide/tilt
along the walls. A number of sampled configura-
tions are first tested, and then refined where pixels
with highest numbers are identified. Figure 5 shows
a grey map of the number of reconstructed pixels as
two mirrors are moved along the two background
walls.

Figure 5: Grey map representing the number of pix-
els reconstructed as two mirrors are moved along
the two background walls. The mirror movements
are assigned to � and � image coordinates.

Another more incremental solution consists in
calibrating one real setup, and then letting the com-
puter determine how one of these mirrors can be
moved to increase its number of potentially re-
constructed 3D points. We found these two basic
schemes very useful in our prototype setup. They
could be entirely automated in presence of robot-
controlled mirrors.

11 Rendering the 3D Points

For interactive display of the current set of recon-
structed 3D points, we use GL POINTS in OpenGL.
The color of each point is extracted from the pixel
in the original image used to reconstruct it.

For quality rendering, we use splatting. The nor-
mal at a 3D point is generated by fitting a plane
through the 40 closest points using PCA (Princi-
pal Component Analysis). The size of the splat
is the distance between its center and the sev-

enth closest point (user-specified). This informa-
tion is displayed using the hardware EWA splat-
ting of Pointshop3D [17]. To reduce noise in our
results, we applied a small moving least-square
(MLS) smoothing on our models.

12 Results

In our current implementation, a Panasonic PVGS-
70 firewire camera with a 1/60 sec. shutter speed
sends interlaced 
��� 	�� images to our computer
at 29.97 fps. Our MP4800 DLP Compaq projec-
tor supports a resolution of ���	 � 
�� at 2100
lumens. The reconstruction system runs on a dual
Xeon 2.4 GHz Pentium IV with 1 GB memory and
a GeForce-4 Ti4200 graphics card. One processor
is dedicated to video capture while the other is dedi-
cated to image analysis, mirror tracking, and recon-
struction.

Figure 6 shows how model surface coverage is
noticeably improved when inserting more mirrors
to the setup. Table 1 gives for this example approxi-
mate reconstruction times, number of reconstructed
points, and number of structured light passes (i.e.,
a sequence of seven images identified and used for
reconstruction and color extraction).

Table 1: Statistics for the head statue

number reconstruction number number
mirrors time (sec) points passes

0 15 16k 14
1 26 21k 18
2 36 28k 28

Table 2 lists detailed results for the models in the
color plate. The approximate time reported for re-
construction includes mirror calibration, stand pose
estimation, and reconstruction. More examples can
be found on the website associated with this paper. 2

Models A, B, and C were obtained with a 3-
mirror configuration similar to Figure 4, and by
moving the stand 2 to 3 times. The tiger (model C)
illustrates that we can reconstruct textured objects,
which is a limitation of the original stripe bound-
ary code decoding algorithm [6, 19]. The Chinese
statue (model D) is reconstructed only with mirrors,
i.e., without moving the stand. This can prove very

2www.iro.umontreal.ca/labs/infographie/papers
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Figure 6: Reconstruction within a unique configuration; only the number of mirrors changes. (left) no
mirrors; (center) 1 mirror; (right) 2 mirrors.

Table 2: Statistics for various reconstructions in the color plate

model number reconstruction number stand number
points time (mins) mirrors positions passes

(A) Dog 61k 10 3 3 46
(B) Head 41k 7 3 4 30
(C) Tiger 36k 15 3 4 155
(D) Chinese statue 61k 30 2 1 265

useful when moving the real object is difficult or
impracticable.

13 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper reports on integrating mirrors in an inter-
active reconstruction system using structured light.
While our prototype yields limited reconstructions
(even without the mirrors) compared to some finely-
tuned structured light systems, it allowed us to in-
vestigate a number of important issues regarding
mirrors in this context. The resulting system proves
to be an interesting avenue to apply structured light
in general, as well as in special situations where
the object/projector/camera are limited in their posi-
tions/movements. It also demonstrates how mirrors
can be efficiently exploited in most reconstruction
algorithms.

Our contributions, besides introducing mirrors in
structured light, include the design of unique illumi-
nation codes unaffected by the potential order inver-
sion due to mirrors, efficient masking operations to
avoid conflicts in identification of the illumination
codes in all reflection modes, a measure of effective
pixels to determine if mirror reconstruction could

contribute sufficiently and to optimize the configu-
ration of the mirrors, and the extension to multiple
mirror configurations.

While we focused on an interactive system with
the user getting immediate feedback (display) of
the current reconstruction, nothing prevents our sys-
tem from being more automatic. A mirror calibra-
tion feedback loop could be designed by project-
ing pixels of light on the mirror and measuring the
difference between its expected and actual reflec-
tions over the known background. A technique by
Mitchell and Hanrahan [10] could therefore help to
correct even more the estimated mirror pose.

Synchronization with a gen-lock card should lead
to faster results. Infrared light (easily emitted with
any projector with a visible light filter) in conjunc-
tion with an infrared camera would help to reduce
the constant light flickering, which is annoying in
an interactive reconstruction mode [6]. Another so-
lution can use a time-multiplexed light cancellation
technique [16]. Multiplexing color light might also
be another way to capture fewer images while ob-
taining the same information.

An extension involving curved mirrors and re-
fractive lenses might allow for better focusing of
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light patterns on some regions of space. The op-
tics of non-planar separation between illumination
codes should prove quite challenging though, so we
would have to pay particular attention to the focus
distances of both camera and projector.
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